YEAR 2 HOMEWORK ENRICHMENT TASKS: SUMMER 2019

‘A Pirates’ Life
for Me!’
Independent
Learning
Activities

Pirate Wanted Poster
Create a Wanted Poster for a pirate of
your choice. Make sure that you explain
why they are wanted and that you use
lots of adjectives and similes to describe
them.

Pirate Ship
Draw and design your own pirate ship
and label all the parts. Remember to give
your ship a pirate name that will scare
your enemies away!
Pirate Flag
Design and draw your own pirate flag.
Make it symmetrical for a challenge.

Fact File

Crew’s Pet

Research a famous pirate and create a
fact file. The more facts and details you
include the better it’ll be.

Draw a pet you would own if you were a
pirate. Describe why it would be a useful
pet to the crew.

Treasure Chest
Draw a treasure chest and write/draw
inside five things that are special to you.

Treasure map
Design your own treasure map, show
the pirates where the treasure is hidden
and write directions to the treasure. You
could stain your map with used teabags
to make it look old.

Pirate Portrait

Desert Island

Pirate Quiz

Draw a portrait of yourself looking like a
pirate.

Make a 3D model of a desert island.
You can use junk to create this model.

Create a pirate quiz and test your family
and friends. You could include facts,
maths challenges and more, it’s up to
you!

Pirate Grub
What would a pirate eat for lunch? Use
your imagination to design a creative
lunch, fit for a pirate. Record your ideas
in a menu, as a drawing or indeed make
the lunch and bring in a photo for us to
see.

Pirate Glossary

Pirate Postcard

Poem

This grid
outlines choices
for homework for
the WHOLE
TERM. Your
child can choose
one activity a
week and all
activities are
linked to our
topic. Cross
them out or
colour the square
in when your
child has
completed the
task. Their
homework will
then be placed in
their learning
journals.
Remember neat
presentation.

Write an acrostic poem using a pirate
word.

Pirate Story
Imagine you are pirate and that you go
on an adventure. Remember to revise
your final piece of work to check for
punctuation and interesting vocabulary.

Pirate numbers
Write some pirate-themed word
problems.

Imagine you are a famous pirate. Research
somewhere that pirates have visited and look
at photos of that place. Create a post card to
send home to your loved ones from this
faraway place. On the front draw scenes of
where you have visited. On the back side
write to friends telling them about your visit
there - battles you have fought, prisoners you
have captured or ships you have plundered.

You Decide!!

Create an A-Z of pirate vocabulary.

